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The Paying Artists Campaign was launched
in 2014 and has since established sectorwide support for exhibition payment.
The Campaign published the Exhibition
Payment Guide in 2016 following a twoyear consultation. It sets out best practice
for establishing and agreeing exhibition
payment for artists. For use by artists and
arts organisations, it is endorsed by Arts
Council England, Creative Scotland and Arts
Council of Wales.
Forming part of the guide, an Exhibition
Payment Framework groups funded visual
arts organisations in England, Scotland and
Wales into four main categories, A to D.
Each category suggests exhibition payment
for new and existing work alongside a
description. Artist-led and project-funded
initiatives don’t fall into a category but are
advised to embed the principles of fair
payment.

are intended to provide a range of real
life examples to help inform your own
particular set of circumstances and to help
you implement the guidance. See page
41 for a full description of Framework
categories.
Working with funders and the Paying Artists
Working Group we will be supporting
development and implementation of
Exhibition Payment across 2018-2022.
Further case studies will be published over
this period.
We warmly thank each of the contributors
to the case studies for giving so freely and
generously their information, insight and
time.

We have worked with a range of galleries
to look at how they approach exhibition
payment. The resulting set of case studies
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Case Study: Artist Led

AirSpace, Stoke-on-Trent
Glen Stoker, Co-director
AirSpace Gallery is an artist-led space in
Stoke-on-Trent that provides professional
development opportunities, studio and
exhibiting space, and support for artists.
Founded in 2006, since 2011 it has been
co-directed by artists Andrew Branscombe,
Anna Francis and Glen Stoker. AirSpace is
particularly concerned with issues around
collaboration and partnership working and
its programme focuses on artists’ work
that is relevant to its own location and
the sociopolitical conditions of the postindustrial city.
AirSpace has an ongoing series of projects:
exhibitions, residencies, artists’ talks and
other professional development events
which are developed through both open
calls and invitation and take place in its
gallery setting and outside in the city’s
public realm.
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The AirSpace building, which includes nine
studio spaces, is owned by the local council
and the gallery has an ongoing relationship
and dialogue with the city council which
sees the building offered at a peppercorn
rent on a rolling basis.
The gallery is largely funded by Arts
Council England via a Grants for the Arts
application, currently in the region of
£90,000 for a three-year period from
September 2015 to September 2018.
Planning is currently underway for the next
programme, likely to be a two-year bid
taking the organisation through to Autumn
2020, with a similar funding structure.
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Victoria Lucas, ‘Layofthe Land (and other such myths)’, installation view at AirSpace Gallery, 2017.

Can you talk a little about the AirSpace
approach to exhibition making?
Originally, AirSpace Gallery’s intent was to fill
a gap in the city through the delivery of white
cube-style exhibitions with early to mid-career
artists. Following the departure of David
Bethell – one of the original directors – and
a period of organisational evaluation, the
direction changed. The remaining founder,
Andrew Branscombe, along with Anna Francis
and myself, decided that, as artists, one of
the ways the gallery could work alongside our
own practice was to programme around our
interests as artists, which is largely what we’ve
been doing for the past five years.
That has meant developing a programme
strand that reflects our interest in urban
place and space, and ideas around the
importance and efficacy of artists’/culture’s
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role in regeneration. It’s important to us that
the gallery has a relevance to the city, and all
our programming – whether through invite or
open call – looks to satisfy those two criteria.
So AirSpace has a programme which fulfils an
interest in the sociopolitical aspects of a postindustrial city – which, of course, Stoke is.
What’s the process in terms of working
with artists?
We start with ideas – either from ourselves
or the many partnerships we have in the city.
And then we look for or approach artists or
put out open calls to fulfil those ideas. We
work with a wide range of artists; the quality
of artwork and proposal is paramount. Our
open calls, because of the limited budget
we’re working with, usually preclude working
with artists who are more experienced
and developed in their career. Generally –
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although not exclusively – the respondents
are new or emerging artists.

budget goes to the artist and there’s no bar to
who can apply – except for undergraduates.

When we’re approaching artists to work
with, they tend to be more established.
However, we mix the relationship between
the two levels of artists, so there’s constantly
a collaborative, conversational process and
some level of professional development for
the less experienced artist. We see that as
really important.

For group shows, which can take many forms,
it varies. For example, if we have a show of
five artists there might be one dominant work
and four supporting works. If we had £6,000
to put a group show on there might be artists’
fees of £4,000, and we would divide that up,
based on how much work is required of each
artist, or whether we’re asking artists to make
new work or show existing works.

Can you explain how you manage the
AirSpace budget and where artists’ fees
fit in?
An overall exhibition project would be around
the £5,000-£6,000 mark for perhaps a sixweek exhibition with a two-week install. Of
that, the artist would receive about £2,500£3,000 to cover their production costs and an
artist’s fee.
We pretty much stick to a 50% split of the
project budget going to the artist and we
build in pay for artists at every level. Maybe
20% of the budget goes to the gallery to
project manage, then there’ll be some money
for overheads and materials, a little bit of
contingency, and around 5% for marketing
and promotion.
That 50% payment is a flat fee that includes
a wage; how the artist decides to split that is
up to them and will depend on the nature of
the activity. By and large we trust the artists
to deliver a quality piece of work, and if they
think they can pay themselves 80-90% of
that fee and still deliver the work, that’s fine.
With an open call, again 50% of each project
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For example, our 10th birthday exhibition
featured 10 artists and we had £3,000 fees for
that show. Largely, the works already existed,
and so the split was that nine artists got £250
each and one artist, who was doing a 4-week
residency as part of the show, received
£750. In that instance we divided the fee up
between the artists but it was understood
that we were asking one artist to do a lot
more work.
What about other opportunities beyond
the main exhibition programme?
Our set three-week summer residencies have
a £500 artist’s fee, which we think is an OK
fee, especially as there are other benefits
attached – free accommodation, tailormade promotion and marketing of the artist
and their practice and a regular critical and
collaborative dialogue with the team.
Also our In The Window programme – which
is programmed by open call – is a one-off
£100 fee for a one-day install. We also run
a graduate residency for which there’s no
pay but instead a series of offset benefits in
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Victoria Lucas, ‘Layofthe Land (and other such myths)’, installation view at AirSpace Gallery, 2017.

terms of support and promotion and the allimportant solo exhibition. And I think that’s a
feature that is throughout our activity – that
we’re constantly engaged with the artists
throughout the different levels of working, so
they’ll always get that support. We think that
this adds value to what we’re offering if not in
terms of cold hard cash.

that’s a main characteristic of working with
an artist-led space. The network, the
camaraderie – that can be invaluable.
Do you have a written agreement with
the artists you work with?

There is a distinct difference between an
artist taking up an opportunity with an artistled space and an institution. I know that, as an
artist, if I was applying to an artist-led space
for an opportunity then I would expect to
take a slight knock in terms of fee but get an

We do have a system of artists’ contracts
but sometimes, usually at times of heavy
workload or where we have a particularly
good relationship with an artist, we lapse
a bit in terms of this formal but important
process. My experience of dealing with artists
has been that by and large this wasn’t a
problem – their contract with AirSpace came
through engaged trust and conversation
with us. Having said that, I understand the
importance of contracts and a more formal
process for artists and organisations, and

added benefit in terms of conversation and
collaboration and the inclusive activity. I think

in line with the Exhibition Payment Guide
we are installing a series of formal contract

Is there any scope for discussion and
negotiation around fees and budgets
when working with artists?
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agreements that cover all of our activities
(exhibitions, residencies, sales, hire of space
and equipment, off-site activities, etc) and
set out requirements and obligations on
both sides.
In what ways do you make efforts to be
transparent about your relationship with
the artists who exhibit at AirSpace?
We’re interested in a democratic conversation
about what it’s like to be an artist outside
the rarified heights of people whose work is
being collected. It’s really important to be as
transparent and open as possible and part of
that is that we always explain the difference
between an artist-led space and a more
established visual arts institution.

that the individual artists feel – particularly
the types of artists that we work with.
What comes with the more experienced
artist is a more mature understanding of
the different art ecologies; they know what
AirSpace is, or when we tell them what
AirSpace is they instantly understand it. I
think sometimes more established artists are
better at working out what the benefits to
them are of working with an organisation
like us.
Ultimately, though, we always pay artists.
When we are sitting down dividing our Grants
for the Arts cash up, the first thing that goes
in the budget is artists’ fees – always. I think it
should just be a first requirement.

I think the slight difference with AirSpace
compared to the situation that perhaps other
artist-led galleries are in is that because our
immediate environment isn’t over endowed
with either artist-led spaces or other
institutions, we’re almost seen as a de facto
institution, and that can be problematic.
When artists work with a space like ours
they’ve got to understand our position but
also understand what they get on top of any
fees – and in terms of clarity and transparency
we always talk about those extras too.
So as an artist-led space, there’s an
understanding that you’re part of a
particular arts ecology?
That notion of an artist-led ecology is
something that AirSpace holds dear to its
heart. We deal with artists from a special
place because we know and feel all the same
issues and problems and joys and wonders
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Case Study: Category D

BALTIC Centre for
Contemporary Art, Gateshead
Sarah Munro, Director
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art is
situated on the banks of the River Tyne in
Gateshead in what used to be a large flour
mill. It opened to the public in July 2002
and describes itself as ‘the UK’s largest
dedicated contemporary art institution’.
An Arts Council England National Portfolio
Organisation (NPO), it works with artists at
all levels, from emerging to internationally
renowned. In 2017, for example, the
exhibitions at the venue included the
Canadian artist Rodney Graham, the
American artist Adam Pendleton, and recent
RCA graduate Holly Hendry.

Sarah Munro joined BALTIC as director in
2015 having previously been head of arts
for Glasgow Life and director of the city’s
Tramway.

For the first time, in 2017 it also hosted
the Bloomberg New Contemporaries
exhibition across one gallery in BALTIC
and its sister venue in Newcastle, BALTIC
39 – a collaborative venture with Newcastle
City Council, Arts Council England and
Northumbria University that opened in
2012.
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What is the annual budget for the gallery
and how does this break down in terms
of exhibition production costs, artists’
fees, etc?
We have a core programme budget which
is divided across three seasons and five
programme platforms within BALTIC
(four floors of exhibition galleries and a
performance space – totalling over 2,600
square metres – and two exhibition galleries
at BALTIC 39). With no permanent collection,
BALTIC commissions and produces between
12-18 new projects each year in our main
venue alone. The breakdown of each
contingent programme budget is determined
by the nature and scope of the project
and will include artist’s fees, artist’s costs
(transport, accommodation, per diems)
production budget, installation and deinstallation costs, as well as any additional
crew costs or equipment hire etc.
BALTIC has an annual operating budget of
£5.5m. This is made up of £3.158m from Arts
Council England, £209,000 from Gateshead
Council, and self-generated income of £2.19m.
The exhibitions budget is just over £700,000
but the staffing budget directly linked to
delivering the exhibition programme is
£315,000, thereby representing 19% of our
operating budget.
How do you approach exhibition fees and
payment to artists, both generally and
also specifically in relation to fee levels
for new commissions and the showing of
existing works?

aware of the precarious socio-economic
conditions that the majority of visual artists
operate within. At BALTIC we work with both
established and emerging practitioners, and
whilst some of those may have developed
a sustainable commercial income strand, a
significant number are living with low levels of
income from their practice.
Fees will vary depending on the context.
So, for example, if we are presenting an
existing work in a group show the fee will
be significantly lower than a major new solo
commission. In addition to the artist fee, we
pay travel, accommodation, per diems and
production costs. When I started as Director
two years ago we undertook a review of
our fee structure. We have now established
a fee structure that equates to 10% of the
production budget for new commissions.
Budgets are discussed in the context of
producing new commissions to determine the
scope of the work to be produced. Budgets
are likewise discussed to determine the scope
of exhibition installation, performance or
project parameters. Artist fees (exhibition,
commission and day rates) are included as a
separate line in the overall project budget.
Fees for our learning and schools programme
are set at the mid-scale on the a-n guidance
on fees and day rates. So more emerging
artists are getting slightly higher than the
recommended rate, and very experienced
artists will be receiving slightly less. It
would not be possible to deliver a schools’
programme with a diverse fee structure.

Our approach is to be fair, transparent and
supportive to our artists. I am extremely
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Jose Dávila, installation as part of BALTIC Artists’ Award 2017. Photo: John McKenzie; © 2017 BALTIC

How are budgets agreed with artists and
is there scope for negotiation within this
process?
While fees are set at around 10% of
production budgets – which can be anything
from £20,000 to £100,000 – we do of
course have scope for negotiation around
multiple factors (including primarily artists’
development time and the duration of
presentation). We work closely with artists on
new commissions to determine the scope of
the work to be produced and our experienced
team likewise determine installation,
performance or project parameters. We have
conversations at the outset to determine
what is possible within existing budgets and
assess if additional funds are required. We
endeavour to raise additional funds where
required through mixed sources including
sponsorship and through trusts and
foundations to realise a potentially expanded
scale of project.
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How would you characterise BALTIC’s
approach to transparency, both in terms
of dealing with artists and their payment
and also the wider public?
All organisations should be as transparent as
possible and this is particularly true of a civic
organisation that places a significant value
on developing trust and accountability with
its constituents. So, for example, internally
sharing information across departments, with
our artists, and where beneficial with the
public or wider sector is critical. Projects and
contracts can be complex in terms of partner
funding, particularly regarding production
costs. BALTIC contracts include recoupment
for production costs in the event of any sale
of work that BALTIC has commissioned.
BALTIC is transparent in having early
conversations with artists and outlining the
obligations in written contract agreements on
both sides.
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Karon Davis, Nicotine, installation view as part of ‘Starless Midnight’, BALTIC, 2017. Photo: John McKenzie; © 2017 BALTIC

Examples of what is included in these are:

•

To facilitate and manage, on behalf of the
artist/the artist curator the installation of
the exhibition.

•

Meet all costs associated with the
installation.

•

Pay the artist a fee. Pay the artist a per
diem of £35 per day for all working days
at BALTIC in Gateshead, and travelling
days to and from BALTIC.

artwork(s) against the risk of physical
damage from any external cause whilst
in transit and on location during the
exhibition period.

•

Carry out condition reports for each of
the artwork(s) where appropriate. BALTIC
will take all reasonable steps to ensure
that the artwork(s) are maintained
during the exhibition period.

•

Take all reasonable steps to consult
with the artist/artist curator should
maintenance or renovation be required
during the exhibition period.

•

Be responsible for all costs associated
with marketing, press and interpretation.

•

Promote and generally do all that is
reasonable to raise awareness of the
exhibition.

•

To transport the artwork(s) to and from
an address agreed prior to the signing of
this agreement.

•

Insure the artwork(s) under its nail-tonail fine art policy. The policy covers the

•

To credit the artist in the agreed manner.
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And are the specific obligations that the
artist has to BALTIC also outlined in the
contract?
Yes, our contracts also outline the artist’s
obligations to BALTIC, such as: ‘To be available
for installation, to be available to determine
the selection of works. To allow photography
and supply images etc for publicity. To give a
talk to staff and to be available for filming. To
be available for public programme events as
agreed.’
At what point are contracts signed
between BALTIC and exhibiting artists
and how are artists paid?
Agreements are ideally signed from both
sides a year in advance, but sometimes
this has happened in a shorter lead time.
Commission production costs are paid
once the commissioning agreement is
signed. Exhibition fees are payable once the
exhibition opens to the public. Over 2017/18
we have introduced a split payment of fee for
all new commissions. From 1 April 2018 fees
will be paid for all artists with 50% at start/
signing of contract and 50% on completion.
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Case Study: Category B

CCA – Centre for
Contemporary Arts, Glasgow
Francis McKee, Director
The CCA is one of Scotland’s key arts venues
and is well known for its programme of
contemporary art. It is a Creative Scotland
RFO (Regularly Funded Organisation) and
also receives funding from Glasgow City
Council, Glasgow Life and Esmée Fairbairn
Foundation.
CCA curates six major exhibitions a year and
its exhibition programme involves artists
at all career stages, working with both
Scotland-based and international artists.
CCA is also home to Intermedia Gallery,
which is separately funded by Glasgow
City Council. Entrance to all exhibitions and
many events at CCA is free.

average year there are 335,650 admissions
to the venue.
CCA is home to a number of other cultural
and artistic organisations who are tenants
including: MAP Magazine; LUX Scotland;
Playwrights’ Studio Scotland; Scottish
Ensemble; Scottish Writers’ Centre; The List;
and University of the West of Scotland

CCA also operates an ‘open source
programming policy’, offering organisations
and individuals space in the building to
programme their own events. In 2016-17,
CCA worked with 253 programme partners
across 1,075 events and 26 festivals. In an
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Sahej Rahal, ‘Barricadia’ exhibition at CCA: Centre for Contemporary Arts, September 2017. Photo: Alan Dimmick

Can you explain CCA’s core exhibition
programme and how you work with
artists?
We exist as part of the infrastructure that
keeps artists living in Glasgow and not moving
to London, so half of our exhibitions each year
are aimed at artists who live and work
in Glasgow.

in part because we want to build up a
relationship with artists rather than parachute
them in, and also because we’d rather get to
know a region and develop relationships and
networks across it. In particular we have a
longstanding relationship with artists from the
Middle East, northern Scandinavia and Latin
America.

We look at artists at all career stages and our

Our artistic policy and open source approach

programme is broadly split between Scotlandbased and international artists. For the
former, we do a lot of studio visits and we try
to make judgements based on whether the
artist could produce a significant body of work
that would benefit from being exhibited in our
space, which consists of three galleries.
In terms of international artists, we have
certain countries/areas that we focus on,
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is based on the fact that we don’t have a lot of
money but we have a great deal of resources,
in terms of the building, performance space,
residency space, equipment, technical back
up, networks – all of which we can offer to
artists.
We have our exhibitions as the spine of the
programme, but other events programmed
by our partners – which is 80-90% of what
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happens at CCA and ranges across art forms
– we don’t curate at all. We just support other
people to do it themselves.
In addition, our artist residencies are open
call, as is the programme for Intermedia
Gallery, which focuses on emerging Scotlandbased artists.
In 2015, we launched our public engagement
programme which aims to extend access to
CCA and has – at its heart – the prospect of
cultural and social change explored through
art. In 2016-17, 78 activities took place in CCA
and in communities throughout Glasgow,
reaching 2,900 participants.
We offer a programme of at least 15 artist
residencies a year with a flat where artists
can stay, living and working in the building
every day. Residencies attract different fees
depending on the duration and funding.
For example, our Creative Lab residencies
have a fee of £500, and there’s 12 of
these throughout the year. We also host
international residencies and our residency
flat is also used when required by artists
during the installation of shows.
Can you outline your budget and how
it is used in terms exhibitions and the
payment of artists?
As a Regularly Funded Organisation, CCA
currently receives £650,000 a year from
Creative Scotland (who, unusually, own our
building), £500,000 of which is the direct
landlord costs of running the building.
Glasgow City Council provides £62,000 a year,
and we also generate income from rents. Our
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annual turnover is in the region of £1m. Our
total artistic programme spend, including
exhibition payments and artists’ fees for nonexhibition activity, is around £120,000.
An average exhibition budget for a CCA solo
show is £17,000. We make an exhibition
payment of £1,000 to the artist and the
rest goes into invigilation and exhibition
production costs, including making the work,
install costs and providing the appropriate
gallery context.
With group shows, say of more than three
artists where those artists are making new
work, we just divide everything equally and
the production costs are divided too. We
usually try to give each artist a fee of £1,000
if they are producing a new and larger-scale
work. If an artist is exhibiting existing work, for
example in a group show, we would usually
pay a fee of between £250-£300 but we have
paid more – it would be dependent on each
case. We would also cover any production
costs for a site-specific installation.
The artists’ get to keep the work
that CCA has funded the production of and
CCA requests no payment should this work
subsequently be sold.
In our core programme we’re setting a
standard, in that if you do an exhibition
there’s a similar budget for each exhibition
and we break that down in a reasonably
similar way in terms of fees, production, travel,
accommodation.
For events, we try to base our fees on those
suggested by a-n. So for example, for two-
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hour workshops we pay a fee of £133; for an
artist’s talk we’d usually pay £150 and for a
symposium £300.
How important is transparency in terms
of the way CCA is run, its budgets and the
payment of artists?
We record our exhibition payments to artists
as part of our project and annual financial
reporting, but our exhibition payments are
also written into our business plan, which is
reviewed every three years and is passed by
our board.
As an organisation we are very open and
transparent with our stakeholders. We have
a pay policy as part of our business plan, and
we publish a statement about how we work
with artists and pay them under the ‘About
CCA’ on our website.
We publish a programme brochure every two
months and we always include a four-page
run on at the back so that we can include
our policy statements, and explain to our
audiences what we’re doing to fulfil them.
We vary that issue to issue so that we can
highlight different policies at different times
relative to our programme.
We’re transparent in terms of the discussions
we have and the decisions that are made, and
we make the budget transparent. One of the
worst problems for an artist can be if they
are working with a curator and have no idea
what money is actually available, so the more
we can tell people where the money goes, the
better.
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I’m happy for more information to be shared
rather than less. For example, I travel a lot but
I never travel on CCA money – I’m keen for
people to know that. The more transparency,
the more chance that everyone’s on the
same page and everyone knows what there
is to work with. We’re desperately trying to
put all the money into the art; transparency
is important because we’re trying to be a
different sort of organisation.
Is there scope for negotiation with artists
in terms of fees, production budget, etc?
We always approach artists directly rather
than through their commercial gallery and
we work collaboratively with them. We are
upfront about our exhibition payments and
exhibition budget and the artist can influence
how it is spent.
It can be quite a long, ongoing negotiation in
terms of production. We explain to an artist
how much money there is for production and
they can either look at it and say, OK, I can
do this for that amount of money, or, if that’s
not the case, then we can look at raising more
money within the time available. We’d then
discuss what the best way to do this is. For
example, the artist might do better applying
separately from us, or a joint effort could work
better. We’d also discuss a Plan B in case the
extra money can’t be raised.
We have a very collaborative and positive
relationship with the artists we show, and with
the strong artist community that we serve in
Glasgow. We’re conscious we need to deliver
interesting and provoking content for them
as one of the key contemporary art venues in
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the city. We need to do that within the fixed
budgets and constraints we have – so the key
issue for us is how we address the fixed fees
we currently pay and consider what options
we can explore to increase them.
Do you have written agreements with
artists who exhibit at CCA and if so what
does this entail?
CCA has a contract template in use and we
modify it for each situation with artists. It’s
a safety net for our artists and us, to make
sure that all that has to happen, happens.
The contract will specify the artists’ fee and
CCA’s and the artist’s responsibilities. We’d
include what the production budget is and the
maximum spend, but we wouldn’t break down
specifics.
The contract is a good safeguard, but it’s also
about the relationship between the artist
and the curator – a good working relationship
between the two is so important to the
quality of the experience the artist has with
us. And for that we need to be supporting our
curators to do their jobs as well as they can.

Right: Opening of Marvin Gaye Chetwynd exhibition at CCA: Centre
for Contemporary Arts, November 2016. Photo: Alan Dimmick
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Case Study: Category A

g39, Cardiff
Chris Brown, Company Director
g39 is an artist-run gallery in Cardiff
city centre. Based in a 6,700 square
foot warehouse space, its wide-ranging
programme includes major exhibitions,
formal symposia, experimental projects and
intimate events.
As well as its gallery, g39 also works in
offsite locations for individual projects and
runs Wales Artist Resource Programme
(WARP), an open-access resource and
training space for artists.

Support from ACW through revenue and
Lottery funding accounts for around 60%
of the organisation’s costs, with g39 also
receiving funding from a variety of trusts
and organisations.

Initiated in 1998 and incorporated as a
company in 2000, in 2004 g39 became
the first artist-run space in Wales to be
supported by a revenue agreement with
Arts Council Wales (ACW).
In 2008 it was recognised as a ‘Beacon’
company, an award that aims to enable
the development of ‘companies and
organisations which consistently create
work of high quality and achieve levels of
excellence’. g39 moved to its current space
in 2011.
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Can you outline the ethos and approach
of g39?
g39 is part gallery, part resource, and part
community hub. Those are the three basic
ingredients of our practice.

– artists volunteering with us, artists in
internships and apprenticeships, artists in
salaried posts. Several members of our Board
trained as artists as well, while also bringing
other areas of expertise.

The exhibition programme is a very large
strand of what we do, attracting about
8,000 visitors a year. g39 focuses on new
work by established names and emerging
or lesser-known artists. The focus is on
experimentation and risk; g39 aims to provide
opportunities for artists to showcase new
work.

In addition to our ACW revenue agreement
we apply through ACW for Lottery funding on
a yearly basis in order to fund our exhibition
programme. We also get an annual training
grant from Lottery funds which covers the
WARP activity. The remainder is from one-off
grants from trusts, local authority support
and earned income.

We exhibit between 12-20 artists a year, and

Can you talk more about exhibitions and

we have a policy of ensuring that 60% of these
are Welsh or Wales-based. Equally important
to g39 is WARP, which started in 2008 and
focuses on artists’ professional development.
It represents around 50% of g39’s activity and
includes artists’ training and advice, discursive
events like symposiums, training and talks,
and access to a library of around 2,000 books,
journals and exhibition catalogues.

The programme is a mix of artists’
submissions, open calls and artists we
approach. Our approach to curating is
discursive; it starts at the point when the
artist is formulating ideas for a body of work,
and the artist-curator relationship continues
throughout the development of these ideas.

The community hub aspect is the least
tangible part of our offer, but is particularly
significant. Working developmentally with
artists is central to our ethos, so it’s often the
artists’ community that makes up g39’s core
audience – they are the people who we’re
exhibiting, who we’re delivering to and whose
needs inform our direction.
We prioritise supporting artists’ practice as
our core value and everything else fits into
place around that. We have practitioners
throughout the organisation at every level
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other opportunities for artists at g39?

We have three exhibition ‘seasons’ a year.
Each season will comprise one main show,
then a series of events, projects or other
exhibitions alongside it. We have an ambition
to put an emphasis on large-scale sculptural
work because we have the space for this and
there aren’t any venues in Wales offering that
opportunity to early-career artists. We also
have a guest curator programme, with the aim
of supporting independent artist-curators.
In total we host seven or eight exhibitions a
year. The length/duration of shows varies –
one in the main space would usually last three
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Carwyn Evans, ‘UDO’, installation view at g39. Photo: Dewi Tannant Lloyd and g39

months; smaller unit spaces typically last for
one month. Because of the size of the space,
and in order to give artists time to produce
something on the scale required, there’s
usually a lead in time of at least 12 months in
advance of an artist’s show happening.
Open calls can be broader than just exhibition
opportunities and include our UNIT(e)
residency programme; if the residency
contract includes an exhibition then the
artist receives a fee for this. Other open
calls for artists have included working as a
guest curator or work on R&D projects –
both with a fee attached. When we advertise
the opportunity for artists to submit to us,
we don’t specify any particular fee until
subsequently when we begin to negotiate the
scale of their commission.
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How does g39 approach the idea of
transparency?
We currently have a curatorial policy which
deals with the artistic direction of the
organisation. This acts as a guide for strategic
planning within the curation of the space, as
well as laying out the evaluation criteria for
ensuring quality and establishing guidelines
for dealing with submissions and the
commissioning of artworks.
When g39 is accepting submissions from
artists we advertise this on our website.
Our submissions and curatorial policies are
also published on our website.
It’s particularly important for artists to
understand what the costs are of running
a venue that is set up to support and host
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artists, what all the associated costs add up to
and how much of that is allocated to artists’
fees.
We are aware that there’s still more that g39
can do in this area and have an ambition to
be more transparent. We are working towards
improving the clarity of our submission
guidelines to ensure that artists are armed
with as much information as possible.
Can you explain how you budget as an
organisation, particularly in relation to
exhibitions and payment to artists?
g39 has an annual income ranging between
£150,000 to £185,000. Of that budget,
approximately 50% is paid to artists in the
form of salaries, exhibition fees, and other
freelance fees. For example, in 2015-16,
£97,000 of £185,000 income was paid to
artists.
Our typical annual exhibition budget is
£43,000 and we always pay an exhibition
payment fee to artists – a minimum of £100
and up to £2,000. The £100 fee would be paid
for an existing piece of work in a large group
show; the top fee would be an artist showing
a new body of work in a solo exhibition.
Essentially we assign £2,000 per exhibition
season to artists’ fees and that is then divided
up appropriately. For example, for a twoperson show with both artists producing
new work the fee would be £1,000 each.
Alternatively, a season might comprise of one
main show and then two smaller exhibitions
or projects, and in those circumstances the
split might be £1,200 for the main show and
£400 each for the other two.
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We cover installation costs and give complete
technical support. If we programme an artist’s
talk, we pay a fee, travel and accommodation
expenses.
We don’t have an ongoing budget for
production of new work but where required
we will support an artist in any fundraising
that might be needed to cover significant
production costs.
Is there scope for negotiation between
exhibiting artists and g39?
It’s all about negotiation – if an artist says “I
can’t do it for X amount of money” we can try
and work out an alternative way of delivering
it. That might mean it’s scaled down or
additional fundraising is done, but we’re very
much open to negotiating.
We want an ongoing conversation between
the artists and g39. Sometimes an artist
comes to the organisation with a fait accompli
and there isn’t any room for dialogue; we feel
that works against the ethos of an artist-led
organisation.
We want an open and honest discussion
around the making of an exhibition. The
ability to discuss a project and be realistic
about what it costs is part of any artist’s suite
of tools. One of the dangers with a space
like g39 is a tendency to overreach yourself,
particularly if you’ve not had the chance
before to work in a space of this size. So it’s
really important to be realistic.
We always welcome negotiation and are
happy for an artist to say, ‘OK, is there any
wriggle room here?’ However, it’s not very
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Freee Art Collective, Manifesto Choir, installation view at g39. Photo: g39

often that artists will instigate that negotiation
– it’s something we’d like to encourage.
Do you provide artists with written
confirmation or an exhibition
agreement?
We issue a formal contract to every artist we
work with. We outline our obligations such as
exhibiting the works on the dates agreed and
providing relevant insurance. We make it clear
that we have a budget for presentation of the
work but not for production. We also specify
that we will provide full technical assistance,
publicity and marketing, and that overnight
accommodation and travel expenses will be
covered for the artist to attend the preview.

appropriate measures). We also outline what
we need in order to produce interpretation
and press materials.
The fee will also be confirmed in the contract,
and we state that payment will be made on
receipt of a signed contract and invoice.

The artist is contracted to ensure the work
is produced and installed at least two days
before the opening, and to alert us to any
aspects of the work that might be a danger to
the public or be offensive (not that we would
censor the work, but so we can take any
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Case Study: Category B

Jerwood Visual Arts, London
Sarah Williams, Head of Programme
Jerwood Visual Arts is a national
programme supporting visual arts practice,
through which Jerwood Charitable
Foundation works with early career artists
to commission and present new work.
Between Jerwood Visual Art’s inception
in 2006 and its 10th anniversary in 2016,
Jerwood Charitable Foundation channelled
over £4.14m through the programme,
working with more than 1,659 artists,
writers and curators, and supporting
a wealth of research, touring and new
commissions. In 2016, exhibitions in 14 UK
locations attracted nearly 72,000 visits.
Currently, Jerwood Visual Arts works with
UK-based early career artists who are
usually within 15 years of graduating or
starting their practice. In 2017 a majority of
projects result in an exhibition at Jerwood
Space, London and a tour, preceded
by a period of artistic and professional
development and/or commissioning support
for the artists involved.

Exhibitions range from group shows to
solo presentations of work and in a typical
year there will be between four and six
exhibitions at Jerwood Space, London and
a number touring nationally, including
some that were presented in London the
preceding year. There is a permanent
work installed at Alice Holt Forest, Surrey,
commissioned though Jerwood Open Forest
in 2014.
For the purposes of this case study, Jerwood
Visual Arts has been classed as a Category
B organisation in order to reflect the fees
paid to artists. However, the organisation’s
annual programme costs just take it above
the £300,000 mark, which would put it in
Category C.
Jerwood Visual Arts is a founding supporter
a-n’s Paying Artists campaign.
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Ben Burgis and Ksenia Pedan, Victoria Deepwater Terminal Estate Gallery, installation view at Jerwood Space, London, 2017. Commissioned
for Jerwood Solo Presentations 2017, supported by Jerwood Charitable Foundation. Photo: Anna Arca

What opportunities do you offer artists
and how are these promoted?
Artist opportunities run throughout the year
alongside a programme of related exhibitions,
events and commissioned writing, taking
place online, in London and across the UK.
We provide well-resourced opportunities
for artists, supported by our staff team
and established artists, writers, critics and
curators who have a significant national
or international profile. We often work in
partnership with other organisations to
maximise the resources and expertise
available to artists.
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Supporting artists is at the heart of what we
do. We offer commissioning and exhibition
fees to artists and acknowledge the value
they provide to our organisation. We do not
require a formal education from anyone
applying for our opportunities and we have
reduced our entry fees to £10 across all call
for entries. Our call for entry opportunities
are advertised across the UK for artists to
enter, whilst some exhibitions are curated and
artists are invited by the gallery team.
Can you talk about current Jerwood
Visual Arts projects?
Jerwood Visual Arts celebrated 10 years in
2016 and in that time we’ve developed the
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programme so that it includes more artist
development opportunities; for almost every
exhibition you see at Jerwood Space and on
tour, artists have gone through a significant
development period beforehand.
We currently run seven national calls for entry,
five of which are in partnership. Artists for
each project are selected by independent
panels of selectors which always include at
least one artist.
The projects are: the Jerwood/FVU
Awards in partnership with Film and Video
Umbrella; 3-Phase in collaboration with
Eastside Projects and Workplace Gallery;
Jerwood Open Forest in partnership with
Forestry Commission England; the Jerwood/
Photoworks Awards in partnership with
Photoworks; Jerwood Makers Open; and the
Jerwood Painting Fellowships. In 2016, and
following 17 significant and successful years
of support, Jerwood Charitable Foundation
and Bath Spa University announced that 2017
would be Jerwood Charitable Foundation’s
final year as the key partner and funder of the
Jerwood Drawing Prize.
We also programme a number of curated
exhibitions including: Jerwood Solo
Presentations and Jerwood Staging Series,
while the Project Space at our London
base offers commissions to develop work
in the social environment of The School
House cafe. Exhibitions at Jerwood Space
are accompanied by a public programme of
free events, including development sessions
for artists, and we host three Writers in
Residence each year. In addition, we run
projects including Artist Bursaries and Artistled Workshops.
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At the heart of everything we do is the desire
to support artists in the best possible way, be
that financial or developmental.
Organisations being transparent about
their relationship with artists is a key
aspect of the Exhibition Payment guide.
How does Jerwood Visual Arts implement
this?
Although we don’t have a ‘transparency
statement’, we do publish information about
all of our open submission exhibitions which
includes information about payment to artists
and full criteria. We’re upfront and clear with
artists about the fee we will pay them and we
ask them to make work that is appropriate to
the fee. We also contract everyone we work
with and provide as much information as
possible within this contract.
Most of our opportunities are offered through
calls for entry and our fees, commissioning
and professional development support are
made public during the application process
and through publicity in the form of press
releases and at www.jerwoodvisualarts.org
We publish an annual review and our audited
accounts are publicly available on the
Charity Commission’s website. We work to
share the role and processes of artists with
our audiences and stakeholders, through
publications, social media and events.
Can you explain your budgeting in
relation to exhibitions and paying
artists?
The programme costs around £370,000 per
annum to run which includes project budgets,
staffing, gallery space and marketing. Around
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Lawrence Lek, Geomancer, installation view at Jerwood Space, London, 2017. Commissioned for Jerwood/FVU Awards 2017: Neither One
Thing or Another, supported by Jerwood Charitable Foundation and Film and Video Umbrella. Photo: Anna Arca

21% of our annual turnover is allocated to
payments towards artists (this includes artist
fees, production and commissioning fees).
We have developed a paying artists’ policy
which states that all artists will be paid. This
breaks down into more detailed guidance for
Jerwood Visual Arts staff which outlines, for
example, how much an artist should be paid
if they’re participating in an event, if they’re
part of a group exhibition, if it’s a commission,
etc. This is an internal document that we all
refer to.
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Can you give examples of the budgets
and fees for specific Jerwood Visual Arts
projects?
Exhibitions are usually preceded by a period
of professional practice development or
mentoring, which can last between 6-12
months, and fees and production budgets
range between each initiative.
Jerwood/FVU Awards in partnership with Film
and Video Umbrella: £20,000 is awarded to
each commissioned artist, with £4,000 of
that ring-fenced as an artist fee. Production
support is given by FVU and a producer/
project manager is assigned to each artist
involved. The commission is developed
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over the course of nine months. There is a
separate installation budget for the exhibition.
Jerwood/Photoworks Awards in partnership
with Photoworks: £5,000 is awarded to each
selected artist to develop a new body of work;
artists assign themselves a fee from this
amount. An additional £5,000 each is available
for production. Paid mentoring is provided
and there is a further budget for additional
advisors. Work is developed over 12 months
resulting in an exhibition at Jerwood Space,
which then tours. Each artist receives an
honorarium of £300 per tour venue.
Jerwood Makers Open: £7,500 is awarded to
each selected artist to develop a commission;
artists currently assign themselves a fee from
this. The development of work is assisted
by Jerwood Visual Arts staff and project
managers Parker Harris. The commission is
developed over the course of seven months
and results in an exhibition at Jerwood
Space, which then tours. There is a separate
installation budget for the exhibition.
Jerwood Painting Fellowships: £10,000 is
awarded to artists to create new work over
the course of a year. Artists currently assign
themselves a fee from this. Paid mentoring
is offered with a core mentor and there is a
further budget available to pay for additional
mentors. The new work is developed over
the course of 12 months and results in an
exhibition at Jerwood Space, which then tours.
3-Phase in partnership with Eastside Projects,
Birmingham and Workplace Gallery, Gateshead:
£3,000 fee for each artist and an additional
budget for exhibition production and travel
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costs. A group show takes place at Jerwood
Space and Workplace Gallery, Gateshead, and
there is a solo show for each artist at Eastside
Projects, Birmingham. There is mentoring and
practical support from JVA, Eastside Projects
and Workplace Gallery.
Jerwood Open Forest, in partnership with
Forestry Commission England: Each shortlisted
artist receives a £2,000 research and
development fee to develop a proposal for
a major public commission. An additional
exhibition fee of £500 is awarded to develop
work for a group exhibition and a separate
production budget is available for this.
One artist is selected to receive a further
commission of £30,000, in which they selfdefine their fee and production budget ahead
of selection. All of the artists participate in
a programme of professional development
activities as a peer group and present a group
exhibition at Jerwood Space, London.
More generally, is there scope for
negotiation with artists in terms of fees?
We agree with each artist appropriate
payment for their work with us, as well as
negotiating what additional support we can
provide to them. It’s not just about the fee,
it’s about offering a well-rounded opportunity
and that’s very important.
While we are very close to the Exhibition
Payment guidelines in terms of paying
artists, we intend to remain flexible to reflect
the different opportunities across our
programming and partners and the different
demands each project places on artists.
We do however have to be able to offer a
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consistency of approach to fees when working
on initiatives that are diverse and differ in
longevity, so welcome the openness of the
framework.
Does Jerwood Visual Arts provide a
written agreement for artists?
We have an artist’s contract or letter of
agreement with every artist or curator we
work with. An artist contract outlines what
the fees are, dates for delivery of work, when
the exhibition is, etc – it makes clear what an
artist can expect us to provide and what we
expect from them. The contract also sets out
when an artist can expect payment, which is
usually at the beginning, middle and end of a
project. By having all this in writing everyone
knows what is required of them.
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Case Study: Category C

Modern Art Oxford
Paul Hobson, Director
Located in central Oxford, Modern Art
Oxford was founded in 1966. With a focus
on exhibiting new work, it is internationally
recognised as one of the UK’s leading
centres of contemporary art.
Known for its distinctive and often groundbreaking exhibitions programme, it has
hosted work by some of contemporary
art’s most well-known names including
Sol Le Witt (1973), Joseph Beuys (1974),
Donald Judd (1995), Yoko Ono (1997), Tracey
Emin (2002), Thomas Houseago (2010) and
Barbara Kruger (2014).

An Arts Council England National Portfolio
Organisation, the gallery also receives
support from Oxford City Council as well
as numerous trusts and foundations. Paul
Hobson has been the gallery’s director since
September 2013.

Working with artists at all levels, from recent
graduates to internationally renowned
practitioners, the building houses over 500
square metres of free galleries, as well as
a café, shop and performance space. Since
2012 it has hosted an annual showcase
of work by recent graduates as part of
Platform, a south east England-wide award
designed to nurture new artistic talent.
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Rose Finn-Kelcey, ‘Life, Belief and Beyond’, installation view at Modern Art Oxford , 2017. Photo: Edmund Blok; © Modern Art Oxford

Modern Art Oxford works with a wide
range of artists, from those just starting
out to internationally-recognised names.
What’s your guiding principle for working
with such a varied range of practitioners?
The artist is central to the values of Modern
Art Oxford, along with audiences. We aim
to put them first in everything we do. I
hope that, as an organisation working with
many different types of artists at different
stages of their career, from new graduates
to internationally acclaimed figures, we have
insight into the perspectives and experiences
of artists and are sensitive to their needs
and the different pressures they face. This
is strengthened by having many artists who
form part of the gallery team, especially as
technicians and gallery invigilators who are on
the front-line of realising shows and engaging
audiences. From commissioned and exhibiting
artists, to artists who are working with us
on our creative learning and participation
programmes, to artists working as invigilators
and technicians as part of the Modern Art
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Oxford team, our aim is to provide support
and professional development and proper
remuneration. This is evidenced by the formal
and informal feedback we get from the artists
with whom we work, which I am proud to say
is consistently very high.
How is that reflected in the gallery’s
programme?
The programme of the gallery ranges across
fine art graduates to internationally known
artists, through exhibitions and creative
learning and participation programmes. There
is a strong focus on showcasing emerging
artists through new commissions, as well as
solo retrospectives of artists whom we feel
are due a critical reappraisal, such as Lubaina
Himid, nominated for the Turner Prize in 2017.
What’s the gallery’s annual budget
and how much of this is spent on the
exhibition programme?
The annual budget for the gallery is in
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the region of £1.5 million, and the total
programming budget is in the region of
£250,000, which has to be raised from private
sources. We receive just less than £900,000
from Arts Council England and £70,000 from
Oxford City Council, which covers the running
costs of the organisation and the cost of
renting the building. We also have to raise
an additional £250,000 for miscellaneous
operational areas not covered by ACE and
council funding.
How do you approach the payment of
exhibition fees for artists?
We don’t have a specific policy or set fees
in terms of the payment of artists but
broadly speaking the artist’s fee tends to
be in the region of around 10% of whatever
the exhibition budget might be. Exhibition
budgets vary considerably and conversations
around budget and fees start at the very
beginning with all the artists we are working
with – it really comes down to what the artist
wants to do and what can be achieved within
the budget allocated and any additional
fundraising involved.
When we budget for an exhibition, we always
include a ring-fenced fee for the artist, agreed
in advance with the artist. We would counsel
an artist against saying, ‘Well, I’m going to
waive that fee because I really want to do
a publication and that £5,000 enables it to
happen.’ In addition, we also pay the artists’
expenses, their accommodation costs while in
Oxford working on the show, and we also pay
per diems. There’s a lot of in-kind support too
– we do a lot of additional fundraising to help
enable the artist to realise the most ambitious
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project and we’ll sometimes work with artists
to prepare fundraising applications, if the
scale of the show is beyond our allocated
budget.
How and when we pay an artist’s fee would
be discussed with the artist and would in part
depend on their circumstances. It would be
unlikely that we would pay the full amount
upfront as you might expect; it would most
likely be 50% in advance, 50% on completion.
Again, it depends – some artists might want
it to work a different way and we’re flexible
around that within what would be considered
proper financial prudence.
What about fees for exhibiting existing
works as opposed to new commissions?
In the case of a solo exhibition of existing
work, the artist’s fee would usually be
between £1,000-£2,000 again, depending
on the scope of the show. If it’s a group
exhibition with pre-existing work and a
particular artist has a substantial presence
within the show, that may well change. For,
say, a group drawing show with 20 works that
were equivalent in terms of scale/presence,
then the fee would be different again or may
be waived by the artist. It all depends. In
essence, we do offer fees that are broadly
speaking in the range mentioned but it’s very
likely that there would be exceptions to that.
It’s a very individual situation.
How do your contracts with artists work
at Modern Art Oxford?
Our contracts are prepared at the very
beginning of the conversation. We’re always
absolutely 100% transparent on what is
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‘Love is Enough’, installation view at Modern Art Oxford, 2014. Photo: Andy Keate; © Modern Art Oxford

possible and what the proposed fee is. We
prepare a contract for agreement between
the artist or their representative. It includes
things like the proposed dates of the
exhibition, the responsibilities on both sides,
including public facing responsibilities such
as the artist doing a talk, a press preview or
being present at a VIP dinner for patrons –
anything we might require the artist to do
that is about press or stakeholders, would
be made explicit. Then the details of the
exhibition installation schedule would be
included and an indicative budget – and I say
‘indicative’ because maintaining the budget
when commissioning new work is usually
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challenging. This is because the artist – if
we’re working with the right artist – will always
want to push at the boundaries of what might
be possible!
The gallery is clearly responsive to the
needs of artists, which presumably
involves negotiation on both sides?
There may be some negotiation around fees
depending on the artist and their gallery and
there’s always a discussion around budgets.
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Rose Finn-Kelcey, ‘Life, Belief and Beyond’, installation view at Modern Art Oxford , 2017. Photo: Ben Westoby; © Modern Art Oxford

We aim to be as clear as possible at the
outset as to what the allocated budget is for
the exhibition as this is essential for managing
expectations and the process later on.
We’re working with a variety of artists at
different stages in their careers, some more
experienced than others, and there are many
variables in realising the artistic programme
in a gallery like Modern Art Oxford. It’s
about looking at the budget as a whole
on an individual basis, depending on what
the artist is trying to do and ensuring the
budget does not constrain the process, but
equally, ensuring there is no overspend. This
is especially important since expenditure is
usually incurred months before funds have
been secured, which generates a number of
risks.
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How does the gallery deal with issues
around transparency in relation to the
payment of artists?
Information about payments to artists isn’t
something we publish and make available –
it’s sensitive information that comes out of the
private conversation with the artist, and this
is their preference too, which I respect. We do
not make confidential information on financial
transactions with any individuals available to
the wider public, so if would be rather odd for
us to do that in relation to artists.
I do think though that Modern Art Oxford
should produce a proper policy in terms of
transparency and make it available on our
website. We just need to find a way to reflect
in a quite standardised way something that
in reality is a very tailored and individually
determined set of conversations. I think there
are things we could say that would make that
more transparent externally.
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Ultimately, with any artist we’re working
with at any time we are 100% transparent
in all aspects of expectations from the very
beginning, and we have contracts where
that is clearly articulated. From our point of
view, that’s the most important thing and to
date, we have not had any feedback from
the artists with whom we are working to
suggest that our values in relation to artists
and remunerating them appropriately are not
reflected in our working practices.
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Case Study: Category C

Nottingham Contemporary
Irene Aristizábal, Head of Exhibitions
Nottingham Contemporary opened in
November 2009 in a new purpose-built,
3,000 square metre building designed
by the award-winning architects Caruso
St John.
An Arts Council England National Portfolio
Organisation, the building itself is owned by
Nottingham City Council and is a flagship
venue for contemporary art in the East
Midlands region.
With a programme of seven exhibitions
every two years, Nottingham Contemporary
presents a combination of solo and group
shows across its four galleries. Some shows
– such as 2017’s ‘The Place Is Here’ – use all
four spaces, while it also hosts smaller, twogallery exhibitions. As well as its galleries,
the venue has a performance and film
space, education spaces, a shop and a
café bar.

Humeau, Otobong Nkanga, Wu Tsang), or
provide more established artists a major
solo show across their four galleries (Pablo
Bronstein, Simon Starling).
The gallery has been led by former Tate St
Ives artistic director Sam Thorne since 2016,
when he took over from founding director
Alex Farquharson. Head of Exhibitions
Irene Aristizábal has been at Nottingham
Contemporary since 2013.

Working primarily with international artists
at different stages in their careers, it will
often give artists their first major UK show
(Lara Favaretto, Rana Hamadeh, Marguerite
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Marguerite Humeau, ‘FOXP2’, exhibition view at Nottingham Contemporary, 2016. Photo: Stuart Whipps; Courtesy: the artist, C L E A R I N G
New York/Brussels, DUVE Berlin

Can you outline the budget for
Nottingham Contemporary?
The overall annual operating budget for
Nottingham Contemporary was £1,980,929
for 2017-18. Our Arts Council England
annual funding (2018-22) as an NPO is
£1,005,796 and we also receive £184,039 from
Nottingham City Council, who also own the
building (although the funding is not linked to
the building), plus we have additional funding
from Nottingham’s two universities. The rest
is made up from funding applications, other
forms of fundraising and self-generated
income through the shop and café.
And what about the exhibitions budget
specifically?
The total annual exhibitions budget – which is
entirely for exhibitions, nothing else – is in the
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region of £300,000, but my starting budget,
which comes from our core NPO funding
and is decided by the gallery’s director and
trustees, is around £190,000. The rest comes
from fundraising – trusts, foundations,
individuals – and any revenue from the sale of
limited edition art works. The budget covers
production and installation costs, artists’ fees,
transport of works, interpretation materials,
and fees for technicians. Invigilation costs are
covered separately from the front of house
budget. Many of the invigilators are local
artists.
In addition to the exhibitions budget,
Nottingham Contemporary has separate
teams and budgets for its Public Programme
and Learning activities. The latter is part
funded from the core budget (£31,286) but
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is mostly externally funded (£133,532 for
2017-18) with regular funding from the Garcia
Family Foundation for its schools’ programme.
The team works with associate artists as well
as Play and Learn assistants (mostly local
artists), and the programme includes family
activities and work with vulnerable groups
such as refugees and women in difficult
circumstances. The Public Programme is
wholly funded (£119,775) by Nottingham Trent
University and University of Nottingham, and
is responsible for talks, film screenings and
symposiums. Mostly, these events respond
to or are connected to the exhibitions
programme, although the team also has its
own research areas.
What kind of timescale do you work to
for exhibitions?
It’s usually between one to two years, very
occasionally less but we try not to organise an
exhibition in less than 9 months. We start by
approaching the artist and invite them to do
an exhibition with us. We’ll send confirmation
of our invitation by email in which we’ll state
the date of exhibition, the artist fee, the
galleries the exhibition will be in, whether
we want existing work and/or if we will be
commissioning new work. From that point, we
have regular conversations. After the initial
conversations, we ask the artist to send us a
proposal for the new commission in the next
month or so. If it is existing work, we discuss
an initial selection of works to be included
in the exhibition. We tend to try to draft the
contract as early as possible, but because it’s
better to put as much detail in the contract as
possible, sometimes this gets delayed.
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We’ll have meetings with the technical team as
early as possible so they know what’s involved
and can start costing up the installation and
production needs. The crunch period for
the preparation of an exhibition is probably
the six months leading up to the show.
Six to four months before the changeover,
we request transport quotes with several
transport agents, and have conversations with
Learning and Public Programme teams. Any
fundraising will happen as early as possible
and throughout the lead up to the show.
The whole process is very back and forth,
particularly in terms of the conversations we
have with the artist and the technical team.
How are artists’ fees decided for
exhibitions?
For each exhibition we budget for, there are
artist fees taken into account. These are
written into our business plan. In 2016, we
reviewed these and increased them; since
then we pay artists a fee of £2,300 for a twogallery solo show and £5,000 for a four-gallery
solo show. If an artist is producing new work
then it becomes a conversation about how
much the budget can allow for production
and any extra fee a new commission might
attract. It is dealt with case-by-case.
For group exhibitions, if we’re borrowing
work from an artist and they don’t need to do
anything apart from agreeing and sending,
then we pay £250; if we ask the artist to
update work in some way, or they need to
come to install that work, we would usually
pay £500. These fees are agreed in advance
with the artist.
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Lubaina Himid, A Fashionable Marriage, 1986, exhibition view of ‘The Place Is Here’ at Nottingham Contemporary, 2017. Photo: Andy Keate;
Courtesy of the artist and Hollybush Gardens

Can you talk more about production
costs and how that works?
There isn’t any set, standard amount for each
exhibition, it completely fluctuates dependent
on the project. With the scale of exhibitions
that we do, sometimes the budget we can
put into the work would be too little for it
to make sense. So, for example, if there’s a
solo exhibition and I know that we would like
to produce new work for it but at this stage
I don’t have the extra funding to do that, I
would say to the artist, ‘We have £10,000
from the exhibition budget that we can put
into a new commission. That’s not a lot, but
it will help, and then we can fundraise and
look for commissioning partners, to see if we
can increase that amount.’ That’s how the
conversation tends to start. Or we might be
in a position where we say we’re not sure at
this stage that we can support the production
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of new work, so let’s look at other sources of
funding.
Does the gallery recoup costs of
production in the event of an artist
selling the work they’ve made?
Yes – that’s a requirement from our trustees if
we have put funds from our core budget into
it, although not if the production has been
paid for from additional funds we’ve raised.
We stipulate this in the contract and we
have a contractual agreement in place which
lasts three years from the contract being
signed. Beyond those three years, there’s no
requirement for the artist to pay back our
investment.
What other things do you have in the
contract?
We’ll specify the fee and the support the
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gallery can give in terms of production, travel
costs, expenses, etc. It would also include
that the artist needs to be present for the
installation, that they should try to make
themselves available for press enquiries
and interviews for the opening, within their
availability. Some artists are against any public
event, or even having a dinner, so we don’t
stipulate anything like that. Standard practice
for paying fees, if the artist is happy with
it, is 50% when the contract is signed and
50% when the exhibition opens. In terms of
production costs, we pay in advance, or if it
works better for the artist we pay providers
directly, as they produce the work.

It’s about individuals and that’s very key in
exhibition making; you need to adapt to each
individual artist, everyone has different ways
of working.

Transparency is an important aspect of
a-n’s Exhibition Payment Guide. How
does Nottingham Contemporary deal
with this issue?

by little and it’s always better to have that
direct relationship with the artist, rather than
working with them through their representing
gallery.

When we have two solo shows – each having
two galleries, so 400 square metres, each
– the conversations and processes can
be so distinct. We’re responding to each
artist’s individual approach and that’s very
exciting, and sometimes difficult. But I think
it’s essential when working with artists. The
idea of care and establishing a personal
relationship with an artist is very important
in terms of how the exhibition comes out
in the end. You build a relationship little

We don’t have a policy as such on
transparency, it’s not written anywhere,
but it reflects our values. Transparency and
communication are the basis of a good
relationship in any sphere and the way we
work with artists reflects this.
The idea of negotiation and discussion
with artists in terms of production costs,
fees and ways of working seems to be
integral to your approach?
We’re very clear with the artist from the
start, as soon as we send an invitation to do
an exhibition at Nottingham Contemporary.
We’ll say, ‘This is how much we would like
to pay you but let us know what you think.’
Most times the artist says yes, sometimes an
artist might require a higher fee and we will
discuss that with the artist and respond to the
circumstances.
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Framework Categories

Category A
New work: £1,500 | Existing work: £750
This is by far the largest group of funded
organisations. Of those that present
exhibitions to the public, almost half
are galleries, but include studios and
development organisations. They are
distributed all across England, Scotland and
Wales – the majority outside of London.
Likely to host 6+ exhibitions annually,
although some will host more compact, or
shorter duration exhibitions eg for members
or associates.
Annual exhibition programme budgets likely
to range from £50,000 - £150,000, reflecting a
diverse mix of organisation types and funding
models.
Category B
New work: £2,000 | Existing work: £1,000
A third of all organisations in this category that
present exhibitions to the public are mainly
galleries and arts centres, but includes
studios, festivals and some visual arts
development organisations. The
majority (77%) are outside of London.
Likely to host 4-6 main space exhibitions a
year, although some may do more of a smaller
capacity.
Annual exhibition programme budgets likely
to range from £150,000 - £300,000.

Category C
New work: £4,000 | Existing work: £2,000
This category represents a small group
of mainly large galleries, and a few larger
combined art centres, presenting exhibitions
to the public. The majority (72%) are outside
London.
Likely to host 4+ main space exhibitions
a year.
Annual exhibition programme budgets likely
to range from around £300,000 to £500,000.
Category D
New work: £6,000 | Existing work: £3,500
This category represents a very small group
of major visual arts organisations presenting
exhibitions to the public – typically large-scale
galleries, a third of them in London, the rest
mostly in major cities.
Likely to host at least 6+ large-scale
exhibitions annually, with the ability to mount
multiple large-scale exhibitions at the same
time.
Annual exhibition programme budgets
ranging from £500,000 - £1m+
Artist-led and project-funded: Organisations
with annual artistic programmes of less
than £50,000 (most likely artist-led spaces,
projects, or programmes reliant on public
project funding up to £50,000) are advised to
embed the principles of fair payment.
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Paying Artists Resources

Guidance on fees and day rates for
visual artists
Sample day rates to guide arts budgeting
and to help visual artists negotiate a fair
rate of pay for short-term contracts such as
commissions, residencies and community
projects.

Quick guide to negotiation
10 tips for better negotiation.
Quick guide to proposals
Advice on the main areas to consider when
developing a proposal, and tips on what to
include when responding to an approach
from a gallery or making a speculative pitch.

The artist’s fees toolkit
Enables artists to calculate an individual daily
rate for services they supply based upon their
unique circumstances and overheads and to
prepare quotes when pitching for freelance
work.
Exhibition contract checklist
A best practice reference guide to use when
creating an agreement for a solo or group
exhibition with a gallery or organisation
presenting visual arts.
Budgets
Straightforward advice on how to construct
and manage a simple budget
Quick guide to contracts
Outlines the essential ingredients of a
contract, gives guidance on what form
a contract should take, and offers tips
on negotiating and agreeing contractual
arrangements.
Quick guide to exhibition agreement
Includes 12 key points an exhibition
agreement should cover.
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